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An air of restlessness. From the creative impulse of delaoliva
comes Mobboli: a contemporary aesthetic criterion, conceived
to provide possibilities to spaces and environments of all kinds.
A new brand, flexible and avant-garde and at the same time
faithful to its origins. A concept deeply responsible with the
environment and with a whole philosophy of work, employed
during more than 60 years.
This virtuous balance between youth and maturity, between
experience in production and creative vitality, is reflected in its
products: models with their own identity, functional and
versatile, with modern and attractive lines, with the qualities
required for commercial, residential and contract use.
Welcome to a whole world of suggestive options.
Welcome to Mobboli.
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GENTLE LINES
Collection of chairs and stools designed by Ximo Roca, inspired by
the kitchen chairs of the 50’s and 60’s. Cap seeks through its soft and
gentle lines to create a functional space where people feel relaxed.
Customizable according to your needs or desires by choosing
models, materials and finishes from the collection.

Cap
New

ENDLESS COMBINATIONS
Collection of multifunctional and side tables designed by Ximo
Roca with a wide range of formal metal legs in five heights,
combined with table tops of different geometries and dimensions
that generates an endless number of possibilities and facilitates
their use in all types of spaces and contexts. Cua consolidates
its validity for office, contract, hospitality and home spaces. The
Cua Collection emerges as a complement to the Cap Collection,
generating the term Cap i Cua, which in valencian is synonymous
with good luck.

Cua
New

Cap i Cua
New
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Alpe

TO THE TOP WITH YOU
Talented Yonoh Design that evokes the horizon of a mountain,
giving rise to the suggestive name of the collection. Armchairs
and puffs supported on light legs, fully upholstered with a set of
rounded rubbers to different heights. Its harmony and confort will
elevate the personality of any space.

Odei

ENVELOPING DESIGN
Aitor G. De Vicuña proposes models that float like clouds. An
elevated design of upholstered chairs with suspended backrest, up
in space. Two fixed models with different backrest heights, which
are complemented with another swivel model. Original and simple
lines, timeless, for unmistakable projects.

FUNCTIONAL AND FUN
Fun, the collection adds puffs and tables of different
diameters, stackable in a column shape to use or to storage,
as required. Geometric adaptability makes it a great ally of all
kind of projects. Its lightness and design are combined with
practicality, in order to enjoy space to the fullest.

Up

Chelsea

INSPIRATION TURNED INTO REALITY
Its elegant and warm design is reflected in the wide collection
of comfortable upholstered chairs. Different versions of backrest
enrich the permeability of the collection, giving it character and
presence in any project that needs it.

STACKABLE VERSATILITY
Ximo Roca designs this collection of stackable chairs and armchairs
with a simple and essential register, with a clear orientation
towards the full transversality of the elements. Projects and
contexts of all kinds can be favoured by the different heights and
widths offered by the pieces.

Save

Hug

A COLLECTION OF POSSIBILITIES
Ximo Roca designs hug, a collection based on two fundamental
conceptual axes: on the one hand, the union of elements; on the
other, stylistic pragmatism. Thus, the suggestive lines arise from
the combination of two seat shells for chairs and stools.
The HUG chair collection obtained the Good Design Award.

VERY MODERN CLASSICS
Any project will take shape with the possibilities of colour and
the classic design of Nexos. The functional technical benches
with tubular steel structures, offer a laudable variety of uses: from
laboratory to classroom, through the office and contract.

Nexos

Japan

THE IMPACT OF SIMPLICITY
Héctor Diego designs Japan, a collection of sofas and armchairs
of minimalist language integrated by pieces of great visual
lightness and daring lines in their simplicity of concept. It’s forms
allow the collection to give personality to any space in all types of
architecture.

A DESIGN OF OUR TIME
Atenea propose an attractive collection of tables with metalic
structure. Its geometric base derives in other formats, side table
and table base with its original sihouete and light form inspiration
in a hourglass. Its contemporary and original design offers
possiblilities in a wide range of chromatic finishes.

Atenea

Mommo

SPACE, YOUR BEST FRIEND
One and two seater armchairs and a matching puff create an
elegant, comfortable and lightweight collection. From the armour
of its upholstered seat and backrest, emerges a curved metal
structure to cordially wrap the piece. Its possibilities of finishes in
upholstery and colours are as many as the imagination admits.

Ploma

DESIRES OF AUXILIARY TABLES
Collection of side tables to singularize areas of reception, waiting
or resting spaces. Their bold, light and neutral design allows them
to be combined with various collections of sofas or armchairs. The
chromatic range give the elements an exclusive personality that is
faithfully transmitted to the space.

Wide

FORMALLY INFORMAL
The possibilities of a project are multiplied with Wide. Its design,
versatility and functionality turn the space into attractive areas for
meetings, professional tasks and teamwork. A collection conceived
with simplicity, balance and good taste, a world of endless
possibilities.
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